
 

 

                                                                    

Minutes                                                                   Thursday 21 November 2013 / 8:30 –10:00 am / AH527 
 

MEMBERS D Button (Co-Chair), T Chase (Co-Chair), A Eberlein, I Germani, J McNinch, M Trussler, A 

Viklund, L Watson, C Yost 
 

RESOURCE L Stradeski 
 

REGRETS L Benedicenti, B Christie, A Herman, D McMartin, K McNutt, A Meldrum, C Murphy 
 

 

 

1. Call to order 
 

M/S L Watson/A Eberlein:  That the agenda be approved as circulated. 
CARRIED 

 

2. 07 November 2013 minutes  
 

M/S L Watson/J McNinch:  That the minutes be approved as circulated. 
CARRIED 

 

TOP OF THE AGENDA 
 

3. Discussion of Budget principles for 2014-15 (continued)  

 

AGPEA received for information the responses from the budget blog to date (Attachment 1).  Following 

continued discussions from 24 October and 7 November, AGPEA made the following motion: 

 

M/S I Germani/J McNinch: “AGPEA recommends to the Council Committee on Budget that the budget 

principles be revised to place a stronger priority on teaching and research excellence and also on 

replacement of full-time faculty positions.” 

Carried 

 

The above recommendation will be relayed to the Council Committee on Budget by the Vice-President 

(Administration). 

 

4. Adjournment and conclusion of AGPEA 

 

As the call for nominations/elections to the new council committees (Budget and Academic Mission) has 

gone out and each will be formed as soon as possible (likely in the New Year), AGPEA made the following 

motion: 

            AGPEA 



 

 

 

M/S M Trussler/L Watson: “AGPEA members agreed to its dissolution effective with the conclusion of 

this meeting.” 

Carried 

 

 The Provost and Vice-President (Academic) will report to Executive of Council the above Motion. 

 It was noted that all material currently housed on the AGPEA website will be archived and available via a 

link to both the Council Committee on Budget and the Council Committee on Academic Mission. 

 

5. Adjournment 10:00 AM 

 



9 Responses to “Input to Draft Budget Principles and 
Guidelines” (as of Thursday 21 November at 8 am) 
 
. Dave Button says:   October 23, 2013 at 2:15 pm   Thanks indeed to the folks who have helped put this 

information on to the web for us, it is much appreciated.   On behalf of the Budget Committee, I look 
forward to your ideas on suggestions on these draft Principles and Guidelines.      
 

. John Klein says:   October 23, 2013 at 4:27 pm   I would probably participate in something like this, but my 
motivation to try it is low.   The last submission I made with an idea to spend UofR money a little differently, 
came back with a polite acceptance of the idea, and then no formal followup to explain if it was accepted in 
part, or why it was rejected.      
 

. Susan Johnston says:   October 30, 2013 at 12:04 pm   On the whole these principles are quite vague and would 
not function very well to protect academic priorities. I’d like to see more specific statements, ones which 
asserted priorities and distinguished between ancillary and essential functions. I’m linking here to three 
examples from other schools, each in a different kind of situation; while we can disagree over the priorities 
that they do set, it is clearly possible to have something more robust than what this draft.   For example, 
here’s a privately endowed school: http://www.dpb.cornell.edu/documents/1000390.pdf (Cornell)   and a 
publicly funded one: http://www.aaup.org/NR/rdonlyres/B2AF065E-2BF7-4A2F-B63C-
CDD939DF825E/0/NCStateBudgetPrinciples11206.pdf (NC State — look at the way it puts undergraduate 
education first, graduate education second, and campus aesthetics last)   and, finally, the University of 
Nevada at Reno, which as you may know got pillaged by 40% from 09 to 13 by Sandoval, but nonetheless 
sought to protect both teaching and research: http://www.unr.edu/president/budget-principles  First, our 
budget principles and guidelines should express our priorities: if everything is a priority, nothing is. This blog 
would be an excellent place to debate priorities, which is one reason I’m posting these links.   Second, our 
budget principles should commit us to transparency both in the budgeting process and in both actual 
revenues and expenditures: the Operating Fund. I’ve said this before, but we ought to be a city on a hill, a 
beacon of transparency and accountability. We are not.   Third, it should express guidelines for budget 
reduction and budget expansion. The principles articulated above talk about sustainability, but in order for 
the University to be sustainable we ought to be able to survive both scenarios.   Fourth, it should articulate 
the principles which will inform budgeting in both short and long term. There are problems with spending 
just following enrolment. First, it does not account for the spending of central administration, or of units 
that don’t enroll students. Second, it does not recognize, or even open the discussion, of units whose own 
enrolment is fundamentally small, but which nevertheless are critical to the success of other units — as 
Physics is necessary to Engineering, as Philosophy is necessary to the very idea of a University. In the short-
term, resources may have needed to be adjusted, but how, in the long term, will we protect the public good 
which is those small but critical academic units?   Finally, I’d like to see more about the Budget Model we 
are using, and the philosophical principles and assumptions that are informing it. The Principles and 
Guidelines may not be the place for this, but presenting the Budget Model for open discussion here would 
also help inform these discussions.      
 

. Tanya Dahms says:   October 30, 2013 at 5:15 pm   1. Some of these principles are excellent   2. “Total operating 
expenditures should be comparable to those at other universities of a similar size and with a similar range 
of programs and services, all things being equal.”   I appreciate the sentiment of this principle as it would 
apply to limiting spending.   The other side of the coin is the “lemming effect” – “they are spending this 
much, so I guess we can too” – it seems to take some critical analysis out of the equation.   3. “Actual 
operating revenue and expenditure amounts will be used to prepare the budget insofar as they are known. 
Where it is necessary to estimate, the practice will be to underestimate revenues and overestimate 
expenditures, with the degree of under- or overestimation to depend on the amount of uncertainty 
inherent in a given estimate.”   This is “fuzzy” language … to what extent (5%, 10%, 20%) will expenditures 
by overestimated and revenue be underestimated?   4. “The process will promote long-term institutional 
sustainability in terms of a program array and course availability to meet current and projected student 
demand, curricular and program innovation, strategic enrolment management, and reputational 
improvement based on fine teaching and research.”   Please define ideas around “curricular and program 
innovation”, “strategic enrolment management” adn “reputational improvement based on fine teaching 
and research”.   Do we try to educate students about the advantages of liberal arts type programs in their 
future, or simply pander to “student demand”. I would like to see the statistics on how changing budget to 

http://www2.uregina.ca/yourblog/input-to-draft-budget-principles-and-guidelines/comment-page-1/#comment-438007
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accommodate student demand has made a net positive contribution to an academic institution.   5. “The 
process will be premised on the fact that all campus units support and indeed make possible the 
University’s mission of teaching, research, and public service.”   This is a red flag for me – while all units 
contribute, they do not do so in the same way. I think that academic units that drive the main teaching, 
research and public service mission of our University need to be set apart from other units. It seems that 
principles like these have led to a skewed resource allocation that has not favored the academic mission.   6. 
“Budget allocations will speak to the future of all units, including aspects such as recruitment and enrolment 
of students in current or planned new programs, retention and student success strategies, teaching 
outcomes, research productivity, appropriateness of unit administrative structures and employee 
complement, and efficient use of resources across all units in support of the University’s core mission of 
teaching, research, and public service.”   What exactly are you trying to say here???   9. “In authorizing 
faculty recruitment, first priority will be given to areas in which productivity in teaching, research, 
scholarship and artistic work is high, and where this productivity is engaging and retaining students.”   This 
seems to be a clear indication that you have not been listening … There are some departments out there 
(i.e. English, Physics) that play an integral role in our academic mission, but that have been stripped to 
beyond the core. We NEED to revitalize those units before it is too late!!!      
 

. goodness Jaja says:   November 1, 2013 at 9:08 am   This is a welcomed idea    
   

. Sean Tucker says:   November 2, 2013 at 9:31 am   Could one of our priorities be to invest in changes that will 
reduce our consumption of electricity and water? Water rates have increased by over 25% since 2010. 
SaskPower recently requested a 15.5% rate increase over the next three years. Can we invest in changes 
that will pay for themselves in 5 years?      
 

. John Conway says:   November 5, 2013 at 12:30 pm   As a number of us have suggested frequently over recent 
years, we need an independent external review of the administrative side of the University, from the 
President’s Office on down. We need a committee to oversee this external review which has a strong 
representation from Council. Such a committee would establish the parameters of the review, oversee the 
RFP process, make the selection of the external reviewer, set the key questions and orientation at the core 
of the review, oversee the process and receive the final report. The guiding questions would be: what sort 
of administrative structure do we need to deliver the core program of the University? and how can the 
present structure be rationalized in order to reduce costs and hence free up funds for the academic mission 
of the University?   As for budget principles/priorities, I think we have to be more clear, direct and simple. 
There should be a list of priorities laying out guidelines informing cuts and growth….areas of expenditure 
should be ranked in order of priority to guide the implementation of both cuts, when that is necessary, and 
spending, when that is possible.      
 

. Wen, Yiru says:   November 5, 2013 at 1:26 pm   I don’t have any income. My family support my education    
   

Garth Huber says:   November 6, 2013 at 3:05 pm   Further to Susan Johnson’s comment above, I really like the way 
the budget principles of North Carolina State University (NCSU) are crafted.   - First of all, there is a very large 
commitment to transparency and accountability, for example that it should be easily understandable how the budget 
decisions follow from the university’s mission, merit and performance, and that faculty and staff have a significant 
role in the budget making and budget understanding processes. The commitment to transparency and accountability 
is much weaker in the draft UofR document, and I strongly urge that the NCSU statement be used as a template for a 
stronger statement here.   - The NCSU document also has a clearer enumeration of the principles that would be used 
to deal with budget cuts, budget expansion, and budget efficiency changes than the draft UofR document. The 
priorities of various types of university expenditures in the case of budget cuts are clearly enumerated, with 
undergraduate and graduate academic programs receiving the greatest protection, and infrastructure and campus 
aesthetics being near the bottom. The equivalent statements in the draft UofR document are more nebulous, making 
it more difficult for faculty and staff to understand the rationale for any future reductions.   In conclusion, while there 
are some promising statements in the draft budget principles document (e.g. guideline 9 on new faculty recruitment), 
the overall document is too vague to provide an effective framework for the budget making process, and it does not 
sufficiently indicate the primacy of the university’s core missions towards the dissemination and generation of 
knowledge. 
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